
INTRODUCTION 

 

Sharpron Jet Token is a utility token built on Binance Smart Chain 

Network. Sharpron Jet is aimed to solve the problem of food shortage 

by establishing a large shopping mall for agricultural produce and 

equipment for farming with at least 30% of the agro produce being 

produced in our farm. 

Food is live and with our farm, customers are assured of getting fresh 

agricultural produce daily at the cheapest rate in the market. 

 

MISSION 

Our mission is to make food accessible to everyone at a competitive 

price and also to promote $SJET to be among the top 50 Crypto 

currency in the world by the year 2025. Yes it is possible. We will 

achieve it through continuous marketing/promotion and by listing 

$SJET in top Exchangers with the highest trading volume in the crypto 

market. 

 

SHARPRON FARM 

At Sharpron Farm, we focus on poultry farming for quality meat and 

egg production and cultivation of fresh vegetables. We believe that 

knowledge coupled with a commitment to continuous improvement 

will enable us feed the nation with quality produce at a competitive 

price. 

We aim to become a household name in poultry industry and also to be 

a leading and trusted producers and supplier of agricultural produce. 

Our success will be measured by doing what's best for our customers, 



employees, shareholders and our community while improving service 

delivery and profitability. 

 

SHOPPING MALL 

Our shopping mall will concentrate only on the sales of agricultural 

produce and tools for farming. The agricultural produce includes fresh 

fruit, fresh vegetable, spicy, and meat. 

By the second quarter of 2023, the shopping mall will have it own e-

commerce website where customers can shop online and order for 

goods from the comfort of their home. 

 

SJET  PAY 

Our team will develop a payment system called SJET PAY which will use 

$SJET as it own primary currency for payment. Users will get discount 

each time they pay with $SJET 

 

STAKING 

Sharpron Jet offers you the opportunity to stake your crypto in any of 

our partner exchange and earn rewards. We believe that community 

power is most powerful element of success and as a result we offer one 

of the best rewards for user who stake their crypto asset. 

 

BUY $SJET.  STAKE IT. 

EARN UPTO 65% APY 

Get rewards daily. 

Unstable anytime. No locking period. 



Also there will be 10% - 20% discount for everyone who buy our Pre-

Sale/IEO. 

 

WHAT IS CRYPTO STAKING? 

Staking Crypto currency is a way to earn passive income on your crypto 

holdings. it can also be seen as the crypto world's equivalent of earning 

interest or dividends while holding onto your underlying assets. 

 

TOKENOMICS: 

Token Name: Sharpron Jet 

Symbol: SJET 

Contract Address: 0x9a30cef79750d8fb540adac57ca33797ff13fe14 

Network: BEP20 

Total Supply: 700,000,000,000 

 

Airdrop: 0.2% 
Marketing: 2.5% 

Team: 10% 

Staking: 12% 

Burn Reserve: 20% 

Liquidity Lockup: 25% 

Private sales: 10% 

Pre-Sale: 20.3% 

 


